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Inspire, Shine, Create.

Another couple of weeks have passed, and we are
officially in the back half of Term One for 2019. It has been
a very busy two weeks, as we had Year 8 and 9 campers
embark on different adventures to test their resilience and
grit. 24 Year 8 students completed an adventure camp
in Anglesea to further develop their outdoor survival skills,
which included orienteering, surfing and a variety of
“outdoorsy” activities. 90 Year 9 students spent 3 days and
2 nights exploring the major sites of the Melbourne CBD.
They experienced firsthand how radio broadcasts were
recorded and produced, while also exploring how not-forprofit social enterprises such as ‘The Big Issue’ do their part
in supporting homeless, marginalised and disadvantaged
people to positively change their lives. Kirsten and I had the
privilege of staying over at City CYC for both nights, which
provided us with a great opportunity to bond and further

Dare t
o be wise.

develop positive relationships with all the students involved.
Congratulations to both Conquest Racing and Slipstream
Racing who represented Alamanda College proudly at the
F1 in Schools 2019 Australian National Finals over at Robert
Bosch (Australia) Pty. Ltd in Clayton. Mr. Thompson and Mr.
Nikolsky have been working tirelessly since the end of the
state finals last year to get both our teams up to scratch
when competing against some of the top teams across
the nation. It’s been a huge effort on both the parts of the
teachers and the students, and they should be extremely
proud of the efforts they’ve displayed as part of this process.
On Wednesday and Thursday, we continued the School
Review process by taking part in two fieldwork days. During
those days, we entered classrooms to identify common

teaching pedagogical practices (with a focus on the Middle Years program,
and how we are supporting students to prepare for their next and final stage
of school in senior secondary) interviewed a plethora of teaching staff and
students, as well as parents who are part of school council to gain a greater
insight towards what teaching, and learning looks like at Alamanda College. It
was a very strenuous and detailed process, but is vital in setting up our Strategic
Plan targets for the next four years.
Thank you to the parents who have also mentioned a discrepancy in
communication mediums in terms of student homework tasks. At the
moment, we are transitioning away from Compass and moving towards
utilising Schoolbox, which is a more of an ‘all encompassing’ tool in terms of
a collaborative learning platform, student learning task submission medium, as
well as parent communication tool. As you know, with the implementation of
new technology, it does require a bit of a transition period to get things running
smoothly before full deployment, so your patience is definitely needed in order
for us to get the ball rolling. We will release more information as we progress
towards full parent release. In terms of access to student homework tasks, a
weekly e-mail should be distributed to your e-mail account as registered as part
of the student registration pack upon student enrolment at Alamanda College.
If you are not receiving these e-mails and would like more information on your
child(ren)’s homework tasks, please contact the office staff or the classroom
teacher and we can update your contact details on our system to ensure that
you are receiving these e-mails appropriately.
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Next week, Kirsten (Mrs. Sullivan), Felicity (Ms. Mayes) and Will (Mr. Soo) along
with Mrs. Jobson will have the awesome opportunity of presenting at the IB
Global Conference in Hong Kong on the 24th – 26th of March. They have worked
diligently to capture and organise a video along with a detailed presentation
on how curiosity is at the heart of learning. Good luck to them and I hope that
their presentation will go smoothly and safe travels.
Dare to be wise,

Kirsten Sullivan and Ryan Ma
Acting Assistant Principal
Secondary School
Alamanda College

Year 7 News
The year 7 students have recently been
focusing heavily on their striking and
fielding unit. All students have been
exposed to a wide variety of skills such
as catching, throwing, ground fielding,
bowling and batting through the sports
of softball and cricket. Ayaan, Ava and
Lexy from 7E have reflected on their
experiences in PE so far this year.
So far in PE this year we have learned
some techniques in the sports of Cricket
and Softball. The first sport that we
started off with was cricket. In Cricket,
we focused on the basic techniques
of how to throw, field, catch, bowl and
bat. Some students found it difficult to
play the sport to begin with, as this was
a new sport to them. During the lessons
we were exposed to the different
taechniques of bowling and we had
the chance to experiment to see what
worked best for us. We also had the
chance to learn the correct stance
and grip when batting. After learning
all of these techniques we were then
able to transfer these skills into some
game play and different activities that
would challenge us. - Ayaan
Cricket was the first sport that we
focused on this year in PE as it is a
part of the striking and fielding unit. In
the cricket unit, we learnt throwing,
catching, bowling and batting skills.
We learnt how to catch and throw the
cricket ball, then we learnt how to bat
and bowl. After some practise we then
played some games that incorporated
all of these skills. Quick Cricket and
4 Wicket Cricket were two really fun
games that we played that used all
of the skills that we had been taught.
I have found think that P.E to be really
enjoyable so far and I have also learnt
a lot of new skills. - Ava
During these sports sessions we have
learnt how to use softball gloves, cricket
bats and so much more. The first few
sports we focused on were cricket and
softball. Some of the things we learnt
were how to catch a high ball safely,

followed by learning how to throw it.
Even though we were practising these
skills, we had many team games that
revolved around throwing, catching,
fielding and more. These games helped
us improve not only our skills, but also
our sportsmanship. At first, I thought all
these sports were boring, but now that I
have played them I personally consider
joining one of these sports outside of
school. My favourite out of these two
would have to be baseball because of
the gloves and the games we played.
I would love to do one of these sports
again. - Lexy

Year 7 Sailing

When we had got to where we
would be sailing, we changed
into our swimming clothes and put
on our sunscreen. We walked out
and the instructors got 3 volunteers
to demonstrate how to pull the
mainsheet (the rope that controls the
sail) and how to tack (turn by pushing
the tiller). He demonstrated how the
sail would react if the boat turned
or moved in a direction and to duck
when you tacked.
After the demonstration and after we
learnt how to tack and control the
sail, we got into groups of 3 or partners
and got ready for sailing on the water.
The instructors pushed the boats into
the water, we got in and took off. We
were told to go up and down a lane
and to not get caught in the ropes.

Some people got stuck but our boat
was safe from the ropes and we kept
on going. When the instructors and
the teachers got into their boats (with
a propeller) we followed the them out
to the open waters.
We sailed out and pretty far when the
instructor towed all of us in into a line
and took us far into the open water. It
was a really relaxing and thrilling ride
with the waves and water splashing
into our boats. We went further out to
see a seal diving into the water as if
it was in a show. That was probably
the first time we’ve seen a seal not
in captivity and in the wild. We then
we got towed back to shore and got
ready to head home. It was a really
cool experience sailing with my friends
and had a great time on the water.

Year 7 Drama

In Year 7 Drama, students have been exploring the four expressive skills: facial expression, vocal expression,
movement and gesture. Having begun their inquiry through improvisation, students are now exploring the
performance technique of mime, learning to exaggerate their expression to communicate story and character.

Year 8 Drama

In Year 8 Drama, students have delved into an inquiry into comedy in the theatre. Beginning with the zany
performance style of slapstick comedy, students have watched the work of such artists as Buster Keaton, Laurel and
Hardy, and Charlie Chaplin, to inspire their own comedic work. Learning to incorporate well-known “gags” into
their own comedic scenes, students will now move into the more traditional comedic style of Commedia dell’Arte,
using their expressive skills to convey stock characters.

Year 8 News
Escaping the Box Life…
Finding time to get outdoors and enjoy
nature, whether it be fishing in the bay
or hiking in the bush, riding the trails or
just going for a walk along the saltwater
coast foreshore, all gives us time, to just
get back to the basics.
Too often as a society we are living in
a box world… Where you live in a box
house… Wake up and eat cereal out
of a box… Look at your phone which
is a box and get in your car that’s a
box… Get to work which is a box… Sit in
front of computer which is a box. Albeit
very expensive boxes and necessities in
2019. We aren’t as a society getting out
and refreshing our minds and souls.
Every fortnight we have the great
pleasure as educators to provide
students who for some are new
recreational experiences.
The recreational fishing programme
is a joy for me, seeing students visit
new locations, suck in the fresh air,
look under rocks for crustaceans and
explore waterways and embrace new
skills and relationships.
The recreational fishing program whilst
not at this point super successful when it
comes to catch numbers, is more then
that. Students have the opportunity to
embrace nature and understand the
value of sustainable living. Discussions
around catching fish for recreational
angling and only keeping fish that
provide food for the table, shines a light
on what it means to be a advocate for
recreational fishing and an ethical and
responsible global citizen.
With education comes understanding,
and with understanding comes respect
and a need to conserve the valuable
resource we have.
Let me a share a story from today’s
fishing adventure. After 10 minutes of
fishing and literally catching a bucket
from the Port Phillip bay bottom, we
were greeted by three Fisheries Victoria
officers - this was a chance meeting.

The officers kindly provided our students with some educational material and took
pleasure in seeing the next generation of educated anglers enjoying what will
become a lifelong skill.
As Australians, we traditionally have a strong association with the great outdoorsespecially pursuits like camping, fishing, bush walking, surfing, sailing and hunting.
I would encourage everyone to take the opportunity to escape the BOX and just
enjoy this beautiful home we call Australia.

Year 8 Recreational Sports
Our year 8 students are now into their
third Recreational Sport session for the
term. Students from each of the eight
sports running this term are giving us
great feedback about their respective
programs while showing pleasing
progress and skill development in
their chosen sport. Furthermore, our
speciality coaches, instructors and
facilitators have also been providing
positive feedback on the behaviour,
commitment and positive nature of
our students. Please enjoy some snap
shots of the students below.

Year 9 Maths
In year 9 Mathematics, students have
just finished off the Number continuum
which falls under the Domain of
Number and Algebra. Students have
been working on individualised goals
with students being extended into
Year 10A, with students working on the
operations with Surds and Logarithms.
Following of from this students will
complete a brief revision on Decimals,
Fractions and Percentages after
this we will concentrate on straight
NAPLAN preparation. To be revising
for NAPLAN students have previously
completed the 2018 NAPLAN test from
here teachers have put the results into

a ZPD (Zone of Proximal development) which is used to identify personal goals
that students need to be working on. Once we have set goals for the each
student they will use One Note and be able to work independently on their goal.
We have used the item analysis from NAPLAN and this has been linked back to
Alamanda maths so that students can read examples and watch videos from
here they then go to the textbooks to practice these skills. This is being used in
conjunction with Mathletics.

Year 9 Science

Science has involved participation
in practical activities that allowed
students to be exposed to the
behaviour of atoms and compounds.
The
Flame
Test
saw
students
experience the behaviour of atoms
of difference sizes when excite in a
flame.
More recently involvement
in precipitation reactions allowed
students to understand how atoms
and compounds interact with each
other to from precipitates.
Students have studied atoms and their
make up in theory sessions. They have
learned that while elements consist of
identical atoms and how electrons are
arranged in the atom. As a result, they
can identify patterns of behaviour
associated with the way in which the
elements are arranged in the periodic
table.

Year 9 Drama

In Year 9 Drama, students have been exploring the theatrical form of Education Theatre, inquiring into the
specific performance style associated with theatre for children through viewing various models and applying this in
their own dramatic work. Working towards creating an ensemble piece from Year One classes, the students visited
their audience, interviewing them to find their interests, fears and dreams. Students then presented a play proposal
to their peers, and now embarking on the playmaking process.

Year 9 Girl’s Softball

Front row (left to right): Vinni Leong, Alex Eagles, Gyumin Kim, Ameli Blake, Emily Kim
Back row (left to right): Jorja Adcock, Tristen Lau, Yushi Liang, Mithra Arul, Alexandria Palafox, Semia Alao, Shiva Poloju,
Shiloh Singh and Mrs. Migliorisi
On the 1st of March, the Alamanda
Girls Softball Team travelled to KC White
Reserve to participate in Inter-school
sports, competing in the Intermediate
Girl’s Softball division. Leading up to
the event, the team trained as often
as possible attending before, during
and after school sessions to develop
their knowledge and skills of the
game. All new to the sport, the team
worked really hard to prepare to the
upcoming competition.
When the day arrived, the whole team
was extremely excited and ready to
play, despite the extreme heat they
were faced with. The girls played
against the Bayside College Softball
team, a tough and skilled opposition.

The day consisted of one match, with
3 innings played across the morning.
Throughout the day our fielding and
batting improved, with the Alamanda
girls proving to be risk-takers, respectful
and committed. We saw some
exciting pitching from Alex Eagles and
Gyumin Kim, between them achieving
multiple strikes throughout the innings.
The team also performed outstanding
fielding, managing to achieve a total
8 of a possible 9 batters out for the
game.
In the third and final innings the
Alamanda girls successfully achieved
3 outs, however with a score to high
to chase the team was unable to

achieve a victory. The team where
given the choice to end the day or
bat out the final innings. In this moment
the team demonstrated courage and
determination, enthusiastically making
the decision to bat and try to improve
the final score, which was wonderful to
witness. The team managed to score
a run, finishing the day on a high and
taking a runner’s up flag with them. The
team finished the day by supporting
our fellow peers in the Intermediate
Boys Cricket match, cheering them on
throughout the afternoon. Overall a
wonderful day out!
Written by Alexandria Palafox, Mithra
Arul, Emily Kim and Gyumin Kim

Year 9 Camp

Last week, Year 9 students embarked on their City Experience Camp. Across the three days, students explored
different areas of the city, famous sites and organisations, including the Big Issue Magazine, the Eureka Skydeck,
an escape room and the Old Melbourne Gaol. Dining out on the Tuesday night, students were able to experience
the delights of Melbourne City whilst learning to effectively travel around the CBD, whilst building relationships
with their peers.

